
EMOTIONAL TOPICS TO WRITE ABOUT

These emotional writing prompts will help you dive into your feelings, you to think deeply about some of the more
personal topics in your life.

Write about a stigma you find troubling. What made me see that? Go somewhere fun? To help you brainstorm,
we put together this list of creative writing prompts to give you something to write about daily. Neighbors:
Make up a story or poem about your next door neighbor. If people knew the real you, what would they think?
How do you react? Create a timeline of small events that led up to a big event in your life. Write about
whatever the page you get. If you could meet any fictional character, who would it be? Tapping Into The
Creative Process When you create regularly, you start to observe your own evolution: the ongoing process of
being in the present moment. Describe your greatest insecurity and why you struggle with it. Ideas From
Students. Rock Star: Imagine you are a famous rock star. Because in order to write what moves you, you will
have to visit your pain. Fireworks: Do they inspire you or do you not like the noise and commotion? Records:
Go through your file box and pull out old receipts or recordsâ€¦write something inspired by what you find! So,
how do you write words that will move people, and potentially even play a part in breaking the frozen sea
inside of them? What colors are your thoughts? A considerable advantage for a writer will be the availability
of writing skills and writing experience; it will make the preparation much more manageable. Puzzle: Write
about putting together the pieces of puzzles. Write about it. To write an excellent essay on emotion, a student
has to concentrate on the task. Animals: Choose an animal. What questions did this make me ask? Write a
poem about sorrow.


